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Summary 

The 41st annual J.P. Morgan Healthcare Conference (JPM) is being held in San Francisco, CA over 9–12 January 

2023. This report contains presentation highlights from a selection of companies from Day 3 of the conference. A 

complete list of events and catalysts that were announced or updated today is included as a supplement to the report. 

About the Author 

Biomedtracker is an independent research service that offers proprietary clinical assessments and patient-based 

revenue forecasts of developmental drugs within a comprehensive and intuitive drug information database. Clients 

from the pharmaceutical, biotech, and investment industries rely on Biomedtracker for its insight on the likelihood of 

approval, commercial potential, and future data and regulatory catalysts for drugs within the competitive landscape of 

every important disease and indication. Over the last several years, Biomedtracker has become the leader in 

providing objective information alongside evidence-based clinical assessments and investment research on pipeline 

drugs worldwide. For more information on getting direct access to Biomedtracker, please email 

BiomedSupport@sagientresearch.com. 

Disclaimer 

Copyright © 2023 Pharma Intelligence UK Limited, a Citeline company 

This report is published by Pharma Intelligence (the Publisher). This report contains information from reputable 

sources and although reasonable efforts have been made to publish accurate information, you assume sole 

responsibility for the selection, suitability and use of this report and acknowledge that the Publisher makes no 

warranties (either express or implied) as to, nor accepts liability for, the accuracy or fitness for a particular purpose of 

the information or advice contained herein. The Publisher wishes to make it clear that any views or opinions 

expressed in this report by individual authors or contributors are their personal views and opinions and do not 

necessarily reflect the views/opinions of the Publisher. 
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Presentation Highlights 

Large Cap 

Genmab (GMAB) 

In his opening remarks, Genmab’s CEO Jan van den Winkel reiterated his company’s focus to evolve into a “fully 

integrated biotech innovation powerhouse”. With six approved drugs based on Genmab’s innovation and antibody 

expertise—Tivdak, Darzalex, Rybrevant, Kesimpta, Tepezza, and most recently approved Tecvayli, the company aims 

to sustain its efforts to further develop and expand its pipeline through growing recurring revenue. Darzalex royalties 

alone are expected to drive a significant 69% growth in recurring revenue. Genmab’s clinical pipeline includes nine 

agents that are 50% owned by the company, as well as other products owned by third parties, are created by Genmab 

or which incorporate Genmab innovation.   

 

Approved in September 2021 for second-line recurrent or metastatic cervical cancer, Tivdak is the first antibody-drug 

conjugate approved in this indication, with Genmab pursuing a broadening of its label to include early lines of cervical 

cancer, as well as other solid tumors, thus potentially expanding the drug’s commercial outlook.  

  

Epcoritamab, a subcutaneously-delivered bispecific antibody targeting CD3 and CD20 and developed for heavily 

pretreated DLBCL, is developed in collaboration with AbbVie, and following regulatory submissions in the U.S., EU 

and Japan in 2022, it received a priority review from the FDA, with a PDUFA date set for May 21, 2023. Genmab and 

AbbVie have a broad and comprehensive development plan for epcoritamab, covering most indications under the 

NHL umbrella, with Phase III trials in FL and DLBCL, Phase II trials in DLBCL, FL and MCL, and Phase I trials that 

include CLL. Epcoritamab is positioned to be the first bispecific to reach the DLBCL market across the U.S., Europe 

and Japan, following positive data from the Phase III EPCORE DLBCL-1 trial. Its subcutaneous administration will also 

help the agent differentiate itself from other bispecific competitors entering the same market, with multiple agents in 

the same drug class vying for a share of the previously-treated DLBCL market. A Phase III trial is also assessing 

epcoritamab in FL, potentially adding another lucrative market to the drug’s commercial outlook. 

   

Additionally, through its collaboration with BioNTech, Biogen is hoping to further the development of one bispecific 

checkpoint immunotherapy (DuoBody-PD-L1x4-1BB, currently in Phase II development in combination with Keytruda 

for recurrent NSCLC), one bispecific immunotherapy (DuoBody-CD40x4-1BB, currently in a Phase I/II trial in solid 

tumors), and one HexaBody-CD27 technology, also with potential in solid tumors.   

 

In an attempt to add to their Darzalex franchise, Genmab is also developing a fully-owned investigational agent with 

HexaBody technology that, like Darzalex, targets CD38 and has shown promising data in preclinical models for 

multiple myeloma, DLBCL and AML. Developed under exclusive worldwide license and option agreement with 

Janssen, the drug’s very high affinity for CD38 was acknowledged in the presentation as a potential signal for 

significant efficacy, but also as a potential downside, as its ability to kill CD38-positive cells more potently may also be 

associated with significant toxicity. This may indeed be problematic, as CD38 expression is found on a variety of cells 

including on cardiomyocytes.   

 

In closing, van den Winkel indicated that the company’s revenue for 2022 is expected to be between $1.8-2.0 bn, with 

an operating profit expected to reach between $708-903 million.   
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Mid Cap 

Alkermes (ALKS) 

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Richard Pops of Alkermes plc (ALKS) led the presentation by discussing the 

evolution of the company, from its current operation as a multi-faceted company to the intended separation of the 

oncology business. Pops outlined three main business priorities for 2023, as well as the value propositions in 

neuroscience and oncology, post-separation.  

 

Driving the launch of LYBALVI, the once-daily, oral atypical antipsychotic composed of olanzapine (an established 

antipsychotic agent) and samidorphan (a new chemical entity) is the top priority. Alkermes plans to build on the 

momentum from its initial US Q4 2021 launch as a treatment option for adults with schizophrenia or bipolar I disorder. 

The 2023 commercial focus will continue to drive prescriber breadth and expand patient access through execution of 

a disciplined payer contracting strategy. The company plans to raise awareness by launching a LYBALVI direct-to-

consumer advertising (DCA) campaign for bipolar I disorder through digital and broadcast channels.  

 

The second priority for Alkermes this year is to leverage the well-defined opportunity of orexin dysfunction in 

narcolepsy and other sleep disorders. The goal is to advance its orexin 2 receptor agonist (ALKS 2680), targeting 

clinical proof-of concept data by year-end. A Phase I single-ascending dose study is ongoing, and a multiple-

ascending dose study is expected to start in Q1. Initiation of a Phase 1b proof-of-concept (POC) study is anticipated 

for H1 2023 with preliminary data expected by year-end.  

 

The third business priority for Alkermes in 2023 is to spin-off its oncology business into an independent, pure-play, 

development-stage oncology company. This investment strategy is anchored by the potential medical and economic 

value of nemvaleukin alfa, a first-in-class IL-2 variant immunotherapy. Potential registration-enabling studies are 

underway in mucosal melanoma and platinum-resistant ovarian cancer, each with FDA Fast Track Designation. Since 

oncology incurs the highest R&D expenses, the separation is expected to enhance profitability. Post-separation, 

Alkermes will be positioned as a pure-play, commercial-stage neuroscience company building on established 

commercial capabilities in psychiatry and addiction (Vivitrol, Aristida, Lybalvi), complex manufacturing capabilities and 

an early-stage neuroscience pipeline.  

Ginkgo Bioworks (DNA) 

During Ginkgo Bioworks’ first full year after going public in October of 2021, the company experienced tremendous 

growth, doubling the number of programs, increasing revenue 35% since March 2022, and ending the year with $1.3 

billion in cash. The company attributes this success to the fact that the programs they launch pay off in multiple ways: 

near-term revenues from service fees via contract research, downstream value in the form of royalties and equity in 

small companies, and growth of intellectual property and datasets.  

 

Ginkgo is a biotechnology CRO that provides services in all areas of synthetic biology including cell therapy, gene 

editing, enzyme screening, and notably, biosecurity. Their customers span from pharma and biotech companies to 

environmental and agricultural bodies to government organizations, all of whom make use of Ginkgo’s extensive gene 

codebase and cutting-edge technology in different ways.   

 

In the last year, Ginkgo has acquired eight companies, six of which fit comfortably in with the technologies the 

company already maintains. However, the acquisition of Zymergen marked the first of two major expansions, giving 

the company access to programs and robotics that not only automate the benchwork aspect of laboratory science but 

the experimental design as well. Collaborating with Bayer, they also entered the agricultural biologicals domain by 

obtaining Bayer’s West Sacramento Biologics Research and Development site, where they plan to use programmable 

biology to develop solutions across different crops and geographies.  
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Although the company highlighted the success of their cost-effective turnkey enzyme screening product, which allows 

drug developers to quickly and easily scan biocatalysts to find those that perform the best and have the highest 

specificity, they stated that they plan to continue taking on a high volume of creative custom projects as these projects 

allow them to expand their libraries and offer even more innovative solutions to customers.   

The most high-profile program Ginkgo mentioned, however, is their biosecurity platform. The company has partnered 

with the CDC to implement a Traveler-based Genomic Surveillance system to detect new variants of COVID-19 as 

well as with government organizations worldwide to develop a global early warning system for infectious disease. This 

infectious disease monitoring program capitalizes on Ginkgo’s extensive gene library to determine whether or not 

genetic material is engineered and highlights the intersection between synthetic biology and national security.  

  

Between increasing demand for biosecurity in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and the diversity of use cases for 

their other growing products, Ginkgo assured presentation attendees that the company is prepared to continue this 

significant growth into 2023.  

Hikma Pharmaceuticals (HIK) 

Hikma Therapeutics’ Bassan Kanaan started the presentation with a brief outline of the company’s journey from a 

small business in Jordan to a $2 billion global pharmaceutical business. Bassan then moved on to talk about Hikma’s 

position as a well-diversified and financially robust global business that has had revenue CAGR of +7% and core 

operating profit CAGR of +13% across the last five years. Hikma was clearly keen to show of just how diversified its 

portfolio is and spent a significant chunk of the presentation highlighting its three separate franchises, their impressive 

revenues, and solid plans for growth.   

 

Hikma’s business is made up of injectables, branded generics in the MENA region, and U.S. generics, with the 

injectables franchise responsible for over $1 billion in revenue having seen a CAGR of 13% over the last 10 years. Of 

note, Hikma has strengthened its position in the injectable market and hopes to sustain growth in the U.S. and MENA 

region by signing six licensing agreements, four of which occurred in last 2 months and are expected to be launched 

in the next few years. The company is also upgrading and expanding its manufacturing capabilities into European 

companies which fits well with its injectable pipeline expansion. Hikma is the third largest pharmaceutical company in 

MENA with over 23 manufacturing plants across the region. Having brought in $669 million in revenue in 2021 from 

this business, the company is hoping to continue to deliver growth using its strong commercial capabilities and 

portfolio of 119 branded products across a number of disease areas. In contrast, the presentation touched on Hikma’s 

struggle in the U.S. generics market, in which there was severe price and volume erosion in 2022. In response, the 

company restructured and reduced its costs, and is aiming to build a more differentiated, higher-barrier-to-entry, 

pipeline, with hopes to achieves 30% of its total revenue from specialty products by 2026. 2023 looks to be another 

interesting year for Hikma, with the company well positioned to continue its continual growth and commercial success 

from its wide-varying businesses and strong balance sheet.  

Immunocore (IMCR) 

The Chief Executive Officer and Director of the Board of Immunocore, Bahija Jallal, kicked off the 2023 JPM 

presentation by discussing the structure of the company. Immunocore is a commercial-stage biotechnology company 

with a modular platform consisting of three therapeutic areas. This includes oncology, infectious disease and 

autoimmune conditions. Bahija Jallal placed emphasis on the pipeline portfolio of the company, with particular interest 

in kimmtrak, a novel bispecific protein comprised of a soluble T cell receptor which was approved by the United 

States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of patients with unresectable or metastatic uveal 

melanoma in 2022. As of January 2023, kimmtrak has been approved in over 30 countries, with continued global 

commercial expansion anticipated for 2023 to 2024. Furthermore, the company stated that over 500 cancer patients 

have been dosed with kimmtrak. 

 

It was also highlighted that the Company anticipates initiating a Phase II/III clinical trial to investigate the potential of 

kimmtrak for advanced cutaneous melanoma. This expansion is estimated to address a patient population that is 
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estimated to be 2-4x larger than metastatic uveal melanoma. The Company also believes IMC-R117C is the first 

PIWIL1 targeted immunotherapy and plans to submit an investigational new drug application in the fourth quarter of 

2023. Moving forward, Immunocore plans to continue growing and sustain kimmtrak as the product has brought in a 

total of $140 million net sale in 2022 alone. Immunocore also stated a strong performance in 2022 with $814 million in 

net sales.  

Ionis Pharmaceuticals (IONS) 

Ionis is a genetic medicines company transitioning from R&D to a commercial organization with launches planned for 

three key assets over the coming years. Ionis estimates about half a million patients span two potential indications 

being pursued for eplontersen that are related to transthyretin amyloidosis (ATTR). The company believes 

eplontersen has the potential to change the standard of care in this area that has over a $10bn total global market 

opportunity. Caused by misfolded TTR protein aggregation, ATTR is a progressive and fatal condition. The NEURO-

TTRansform study evaluated eplontersen in patients with hereditary transthyretin-mediated amyloid polyneuropathy 

(ATTRv-PN) while CARDIO-TTRansform evaluated patients with transthyretin-mediated amyloid cardiomyopathy 

(ATTR-CM). An FDA approval decision in polyneuropathy is expected this year, while filings outside the US are on 

track for 2023. In ATTR-CM, Ionis CEO Brett Monia heralded their CARDIO-TTRansform trial as the most 

comprehensive study in this indication, to date. Data from the trial are expected in the first half of 2025. In this area, 

the company has partnered with AstraZeneca, benefiting from the large pharma’s commercialization experience in 

cardiovascular disease while bringing their expertise in RNA therapeutics to the table.   

 

Olezarsen (formerly AKCEA-APOCIII-LRx) is an antisense drug developed using Ionis' proprietary LIgand Conjugated 

Antisense (LICA) technology platform and is designed to inhibit production of apolipoprotein C-III (apoC-III), a protein 

produced in the liver that plays a central role in the regulation of serum triglycerides. Here, olezarsen is targeting two 

diseases associated with severely elevated triglycerides, which can cause a number of abnormalities, but particularly 

potentially fatal pancreatitis. Familial chylomicronemia syndrome (FCS) is a rare genetic condition that affects about 

1,500 patients in the US. In severe hypertriglyceridemia (SHTG), patients have triglyceride levels over several times 

the normal level. This provides blockbuster potential for olezarsen, with data from the FCS Balance study expected in 

the second half of the year. The pivotal CORE studies in SHTG are enrolling and several profile enhancing studies are 

underway, including the ESSENCE study to round out the safety database in patients with elevated triglycerides that is 

necessary for registration.  

 

Monia touted donidalorsen as a best-in-class prophylactic option for hereditary angioedema (HAE), a rare genetic 

disease that causes severe and potentially fatal swelling of the arms, legs, face, and throat. With 20,000 patients 

estimated in the US and Europe the opportunity represents a $500million opportunity. Donidalorsen targets a mutation 

that is implicated with hyperactivity of the prekallikrein pathway. The company is optimistic about the Phase III OASIS 

data readout, expected in 2024 after full enrollment is achieved this year, based on Phase II results. Monia called the 

reduction in HAE attacks unprecedented, saying that patients who were on the drug for at least a year were nearly 

100% attack free. He also called out the advantages of its use as a self-administered, low volume subcutaneous 

injection that is provided as an autoinjector. The OASIS plus study is a switch study evaluating use of donidalorsen in 

HAE patients previously treated with other prophylactic therapies to see if they have sustained or even improved 

efficacy.   

 

Beyond those three assets, Monia indicated that the remainder of the pipeline is performing well. Partnered with 

Biogen, a US and EU approval decision is expected for tofersen in SOD1 ALS. Phase III data from ION363 in FUS-ALS 

is on track for readout in 2025. Pelacarsen, an Lp(a) CVD targeted drug partnered with Novartis, has over 8,000 

patients enrolled in the Phase III HORIZON study with data also expected in 2025. In the first half of the year, Ionis 

expects bepirovirsen (partnered with GSK) and IONIS-FB-L(Rx) (partnered with Roche) to enter Phase III. Across the 

board, these products position Ionis to see a steady cadence of new approvals into the second half of the decade.   

Lantheus (LNTH) 
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Lantheus sets to take advantage of the renaissance in radiopharmaceuticals with capabilities to drive innovation. The 

company, which is currently in both the therapeutic and diagnostic space, expects to see continued growth 

throughout the upcoming years. Driving its growth during 2022, Pylarify saw $410.2M worth of sales since through till 

the third quarter of 2022 since it was launched in June 2021. Lantheus expects to these figures to grow yearly due to 

increasing incidence and prevalence of prostate cancer – escalating the demand for PSMA PET imaging.  

 

Since Pylarify’s approval in the US, a MAA submission has also been filed as of June 2022 with an approval expected 

in 2023. Entering the European market would further grow the capacity of patient access, inevitably leading to 

increased sales. Lantheus has a 5-year target of 70% + gross margin growth and 45% + EBITDA margin growth 

leading to a $1.5B + free cash flow. If this were to be achieved, Lantheus would undoubtedly show to be noteworthy in 

the radiopharmaceutical market.  

Small Cap 

ADC Therapeutics (ADCT) 

Agios Pharmaceuticals (AGIO) 

Agios underwent a dramatic change throughout 2020 and 2021; the company entered into a definitive agreement to 

sell its commercial, clinical and research-stage oncology portfolio to Servier. This allowed Agios to focus solely on 

developing new drugs for rare diseases and entering new markets where there are significant areas of unmet need. 

CEO Brian Goff began his J.P. Morgan 2023 presentation by describing the success of Agios’ only approved asset, 

Pyrukynd in its only approved indication, treating adults with pyruvate kinase (PK) deficiency. Although this indication 

is small, with an estimated 3-8k patients in the US/EU5 (as per Agios’ company slides), Pyrukynd is the only approved 

agent for these patients, allowing it to dominate within this disease. Agios are also investigating Pyrukynd for pediatric 

PK deficiency, with the goal of reaching a larger subset of patients. This success, although initially small, is paving the 

way for Agios’ future plans to expand Pyrukynd into larger indications, namely thalassemia and sickle cell disease. 

These three key targeted indications are united by their underlying physiology, driven by PK deficiencies, meaning 

any positive data for Pyrukynd in activating pyruvate kinase in one indication may translate into positive data in the 

other indications.   

 

Agios have ambitious goals for their flagship asset, Pyrukynd. In thalassemia, there is no approved therapy for 60% of 

patients, leaving a large area of unmet need which Agios believe can be met by Pyrukynd. Enrollment in their two 

pivotal Phase III trials for Pyrukynd in thalassemia is ongoing and is expected to be completed by mid-2023. Whist 

there is more competition in the sickle cell anemia space, Agios hope to find success with Pyrukynd through 

producing a large, robust body of clinical data and promoting its oral formulation which wills be more convenient for 

patients than currently approved therapies. These approvals are expected to drive growth and cash generation 

throughout the second half of the 2020s.   

 

Goff ended his presentation with a look forward, describing how he hopes Agios will have transformed by 2026. After 

Pyrukynd’s expected label expansions into thalassemia, pediatric PK deficiency, and sickle cell disease (by 2025 for 

the former and 2026 for the latter two), Agios will be a cash-flow positive hematology franchise spanning 3 hemolytic 

anemias, with a strong presence in the rare disease space.   

Annexon Biosciences (ANNX) 

Annexon Biosciences [ANNX] opened its presentation with an overview of its development pipeline, focusing on four 

flagship programs that will support its advancement to a late-stage biopharmaceutical company entrenched in 

complement-mediated autoimmune, ophthalmic, and neurodegenerative disorders. In this way, Annexon hopes this 

will present an approximately $10bn market opportunity. This growth will be driven by three pipeline assets: ANX005 

for Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) and Huntington’s disease (HD), ANX007 for geographic atrophy (GA), and 
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ANX1502 for autoimmune disorders. These assets are centered around the inhibition of C1q and/or the suppression 

of the complement system, which, in certain autoimmune indications, is responsible for disease progression.  

 

Time was taken to reflect on 2022’s milestones for the company, which included positive clinical outcomes for 

ANX005 patients in multiple indications, the early completion of enrolment for ANX007’s FA Phase II trial ANX1502, 

and financial stability for development into 2025 ($130mn capital raised). The development of ANX005 proved to be a 

cornerstone of the presentation, underscoring the substantial unmet need in the GBS and HD communities, where no 

FDA-approved treatments are currently available. Positive proof of concept studies in these populations confirmed the 

action of C1q inhibition, suppressing the classical cascade early in the illness course and improving expression levels 

of key biomarkers and clinical function. Similarly, ANX007 has proven its ability to inhibit C1q in a localized way 

throughout the retina in animal models; an ongoing Phase II trial in humans is expected to provide more data on this 

shortly.  

 

Annexon discussed its clinical outlook for 2023, with Phase II/III trial commencement in GBS (complete enrolment by 

H2) and HD (initiate trial) for ANX005, Phase II data readouts for ANX007 in GA (mid-2023), and the completion of a 

multiple ascending dose (MAD) trial of ANX1502 for further development.  

 

Beyond the flagship programs, the development of its next-wave pipeline assets, such as ANX005 in amyotrophic 

lateral sclerosis (ALS), was outlined. This encompassed a 2023 Phase II data readout for ANX005 in ALS and Phase I 

data reports for ANX009 in lupus nephritis (LN) and ANX105 for autoimmune and neurological indications. The 

presentation's closing remarks in the Q&A section reaffirmed the company's financial capabilities to provide the 

promised readouts and initiate new clinical trials in complement-driven disease areas.  

Arcturus Therapeutics (ARCT) 

CEO Joseph Payne began the presentation stating that Arcturus is a global clinical-stage messenger RNA medicines 

and therapeutics company based in San Diego with over 170 employees and is approaching its ten-year year 

anniversary. It has exceled at designing mRNA technologies that are driving its therapeutic programs. The company is 

also known for its self-amplifying mRNA (STARR) low-dose vaccine technology. Its LUNAR delivery systems can 

deliver hepatocytes intravenously, myocytes intramuscularly, and bronchial cells via inhalation. Arcturus has built 

manufacturing know how for its complex therapeutics. Capabilities include mRNA drug substance production and 

purification, LNP drug product production, and fill finish and lyophilization.  

 

Arcturus’ in-house pipeline of mRNA candidates is led by its liver program aimed at ornithine transcarbamylase 

deficiency. ARCT-810 is a systemically administered mRNA for OTC that incorporates the company’s LUNAR lipid 

nanoparticle delivery technology. The technology is biodegradable and non-accumulating and optimized for each cell 

type. The market opportunity for OTC deficiency is significant as it’s the most common urea cycle disorder with a 

worldwide prevalence of over 10,000 patients. OTC is a key urea cycle enzyme in liver cells that helps eliminate 

ammonia from the body. Ammonia is a toxic byproduct of protein breakdown, and without adequate OTC to handle it, 

the resulting high ammonia levels may cause neuropsychiatric symptoms ranging from lethargy, headaches and 

mental status changes to seizures, coma, or death. There is a large unmet medical need in OTC deficiency as the 

present standard of care involves a strict diet plus ammonia scavengers and does not effectively prevent life-

threatening spikes of pneumonia. Severe OTC deficiency patients are often referred for liver transplant, which is 

currently the only cure. Arcturus’ LUNAR-OTC aims to restore enzyme function thus enabling OTC patients to make 

healthy functional OTC enzyme in their liver cells. Expression of the OTC enzyme in the liver has the potential to 

restore urea cycle activity to detoxify ammonia, thus preventing neurological damage and potentially removing the 

need for liver transplantation. Preclinical studies have shown that the LUNAR delivery platform delivers OTC mRNA to 

liver cells in a mouse model of OTC deficiency, resulting in restoration of the urea cycle function to normal levels and 

increased survival. Phase 2 interim data is expected to be released this year.   

 

With funding from the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, Arcturus is developing the ARCT-032 mRNA replacement therapy 

to treat cystic fibrosis. CF is caused by mutations in the cystic fibrosis transmembrane gene which results in poor 
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chloride transport and dehydrated and sticky mucus in the airways. This can lead to infection and inflammation and 

cause progressive airway damage and respiratory failure. Highly effective CFTR modulator therapies are not approved 

for treatment of all CF patients and may not be tolerated in others. Arcturus’ inhaled LUNAR-CF is designed to deliver 

a new copy of the CFTR mRNA into CF patients’ airways. The LUNAR formulation facilitates delivery to epithelial cells, 

allowing the mRNA to produce a fully functional CFTR protein in the CFTR-deficient cells in CF patients. This 

approach is designed to correct the underlying cause of CF, regardless of mutation type. Preclinical studies in four 

different species demonstrated that LUNAR efficiently and successfully delivers to epithelial airways, generating CFTR 

protein that is functionally active in restoring chloride activity in cell culture and in animal models. Phase I trials of the 

CF program are slated to being in the first quarter of 2023.  

 

CEO Payne went on to speak about the recent vaccine partnership it signed with CSL Seqirus. The collaboration 

combines CSL Seqirus’ established global vaccine commercial and manufacturing infrastructure with Arcturus’ 

expertise in mRNA design and modification, STARR self-amplifying mRNA technology, LUNAR lipid nanoparticle 

technology, and manufacturing know-how. CSL will lead development, commercialization, and manufacturing of 

vaccines for COVID-19, influenza, and three other globally prevalent respiratory infectious diseases. The deal could be 

worth up to $4.5 billion in the form of a $200 million up front payment, $1.3 billion in development milestones, and $3 

billion in potential commercial milestones. Arcturus is also eligible for 40% profit sharing for COVID-19 vaccines and 

up to double-digit sales royalties for influenza and three additional respiratory infectious diseases.  

 

Arcturus recently entered into a contracted relationship with Meiji Pharma. The deal up to this point had been stealth 

but now the company is happy to announce details of the partnership. Japan has a high rate of covid vaccinations and 

booters with nearly three doses per person. Meiji received the rights to conduct a clinical study of ARCT-154 in Japan 

and received a significant subsidy from the Japanese government in the fourth quarter of 2022. The study design is a 

Phase 3 non-inferiority immunogenicity trial that is fully funded by Meiji and conducted in Japan. The trial is expected 

to support PMDA approval. ARCT-154 will be tested as a booster compared to Comirnaty in 780 adult patients. The 

study was initiated on December 13, 2022, and already the first two sites have vaccinated 65 subjects with no serious 

adverse events or cardiac-related events reported. The study has expanded to 11 sites and 734 additional subjects 

are scheduled for vaccination.   

Arvinas (ARVN) 

Arvinas is a biotechnology company developing targeted protein degradation therapeutics with its PROTAC discovery 

engine. At the conference, Arvinas presented upcoming milestones for its broad PROTAC degraders pipeline. 

Leading the pipeline is ARV-471, an oral, first-in-class, estrogen receptor (ER)-degrading PROTAC, co-developed with 

Pfizer, for breast cancer. ARV-471 has demonstrated promising Phase II efficacy results in both 200mg and 500mg 

doses and a favorable tolerability profile. Advancing development, the Phase III VERITAC-2 trial of second-line 

treatment is currently recruiting patients along with the Phase Ib TACTIVE-U trials in combination with ribociclib and 

abemaciclib. Additionally, the Phase III VERITAC-3 in combination with palbociclib is on track to initiate enrollment in 

the second half of 2023 after discussion with the FDA to update trial protocols.   

 

Additional PROTAC degraders on the pipeline includes bavdegalutamide (ARV-110) and ARV-766, both in Phase II 

development for prostate cancer. Both degraders suggest potential for treating prostate cancer across multiple 

stages. Various clinical studies of bavdegalutamide and ARV-766 are ongoing with data expected in the second 

quarter of 2023 from the Phase I ARV-766 dose escalation study and a Phase III bavdegalutamide pivotal trial in post-

NHA is expected to initiate in the second half of 2023. Early stage PROTAC degraders, including a BCL6 degrader for 

DLBCL and LRRK2 degrader in Alzheimer’s disease, are expected to advance with an IND or CTA submission in the 

second half of 2023.  

 

With ~$1.3B cash, cash equivalents and marketable securities as of September 30, 2022, Arvinas remains committed 

to its PROTAC degraders pipeline with four pivotal trials ongoing in oncology and data readouts expected from 

various clinical studies. Arvinas and Pfizer strives to develop ARV-471 into a standard of care program to treat multiple 
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stages of breast cancer, including ongoing trials in both late and early-line settings. Additional partnerships with 

multiple companies also boast Arvinas’ commitment to develop PROTAC degraders.  

Atea Pharmaceuticals (AVIR) 

Atea Pharmaceuticals’ substantial clinical progress throughout 2022 has laid the foundation for a milestone rich 2023. 

The company expects to achieve numerous value-creating inflection points across all three of its development 

programs for severe viral diseases including COVID-19, dengue, and Hepatitis C.  Atea is well capitalized, with $665M 

in cash, cash equivalents, and marketable securities as of September 30, 2022, and has secured a cash runway 

through 2025.   

 

In its COVID-19 treatment program, Atea is currently evaluating lead candidate Bemnifosbuvir in the Phase III 

SUNRISE-3 trial. The study was initiated in late 2022 and is evaluating the safety and efficacy of Bemnifosbuvir in 

high-risk outpatients with COVID-19. An interim analysis of results from the study is expected in the second half of 

2023. In monotherapy seen to date, Bemnifosbuvir’s profile addresses key limitations of current therapies, 

demonstrating Antiviral efficacy against all tested variants of concern, low risk of drug-drug interactions, and a high 

barrier to resistance. In addition, Atea announced the addition of a second program to treat COVID-19 infections. This 

undisclosed second-generation protease inhibitor is expected to be submitted to regulatory agencies for the initiation 

of clinical studies in combination with Bemnifosbuvir in the fourth quarter of 2023.  

 

AT-752 continues to be evaluated in two ongoing clinical trials for the treatment of dengue. The Phase II DEFEND-2 

study is evaluation oral AT-752 750mg vs placebo in up to 60 infected adults in dengue endemic countries around the 

world. Atea announced that Cohort 1 in the study has been fully enrolled with a total of 21 participants. The second 

ongoing trial is a Phase I Human Challenge Infection Model study conducted solely in the United States. The study is 

fully enrolled and is designed to evaluate the effect of AT-752 in healthy volunteers challenged with an attenuated 

DENV-1 virus strain. The company anticipates proof-of-concept data in the first quarter of 2023. Dengue has 

significant global disease burden and high unmet need, and the company believes a dengue oral antiviral treatment 

has a potential global market opportunity of ~$500M.  

 

Lastly, Atea continues to plan an upcoming Phase II open-label study of Bemnifosbuvir in combination with Ruzasvir in 

Hepatitis C patients. Bemnifosbuvir is the most potent nucleotide inhibitor to-date being developed for HCV1, and 

Ruzasvir is a highly potent drug candidate. Together, the combination holds the potential to be a best-in-class pan-

genotypic fixed-dose combination, with the potential to be the first RBV-free therapy for decompensated disease. 

Today Atea announced that regulatory submissions for approval of the Phase II trial have been submitted. Enrollment 

into the study is anticipated to begin in the second quarter of 2023. The trial will evaluate 8 weeks of once daily 

administration of Bemnifosbuvir 550mg QD and Ruzasvir 180mg QD in all genotypes of HCV-infected patients, 

including compensated cirrhosis, who are direct-acting antiviral naïve. The primary efficacy endpoint will be sustained 

virologic response at Week 12 post-treatment.  

BioXcel Therapeutics (BTAI) 

BioXcel Therapeutics is building a unique biopharmaceutical business model via a transformative drug re-innovation 

approach using artificial intelligence (AI). Its AI platform can sort through thousands of scientific publications to search 

for unique insights. The company focuses on targeting high unmet needs in neuroscience and immuno-oncology and 

it has secured $260 million in strategic financing, so is well funded to advance towards its key milestones.  

 

2022 was a significant year for BioXcel, with the FDA approval and US launch of its lead, and first, asset, sublingual 

Igalmi (dexmedetomidine; previously BXCL501), for the treatment of acute agitation in schizophrenia and bipolar I and 

II disorder. The company managed to progress the drug from the IND phase to FDA approval in just four years, 

helped by the vast quantity of pre-existing information available regarding dexmedetomidine, and established 

familiarity with the molecule. During the presentation, a physician spoke of his experience with Iglami, stating that the 
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main value the drug has added is the ability to assess and treat agitation patients without completely sedating them, 

which has led to more efficient treatment.   

 

There’s a strong momentum for the growth of Igalmi moving into 2023. A topline results readout from the SERENITY 

III pivotal trial, which is assessing at-home use of Iglami in schizophrenia and bipolar patients, is expected in 1H 2023. 

The US representative team for Iglami has expanded to 70 people in 2023, from 26 in 2022 and a corporate account 

director team is now on board to unlock market access. Advertising has been enhanced to raise awareness and a free 

trial program is being undertaken to allow hospitals to gain experience using Igalmi. The company now has full 

commercial infrastructure to cover approximately 1700 hospitals in 70 geographies.  

 

BXCL501 is also being evaluated as a treatment for acute and intermittent agitation in Alzheimer’s disease (for which 

it received breakthrough therapy designation) and as an adjunctive treatment for major depressive disorder. The 

company predicts Alzheimer’s patients in the US suffer from a total of 100 million agitation episodes annually, 

meaning an approval in this indication could increase the BXCL501 market opportunity by over six-fold, to 

approximately $15 billion. A topline data readout from the TRANQUILITY II Phase III pivotal trial, designed to enroll 

Alzheimer’s patients in assisted living or residential facilities, is expected in 1H 2023. The Phase III TRANQUILITY III 

trial, which was initiated in 2022, is enrolling patients in nursing homes with moderate-to-severe dementia requiring 

more assistance.  

 

Positive Phase II data were announced for BioXcel’s immuno-oncology asset, BXCL701, earlier today, but the full data 

will be released at ASCO GU 2023. In the trial, the drug demonstrated efficacy at treating cold tumors in small cell 

neuroendocrine prostate cancer, when administered adjunctively to KEYTRUDA. The first 15 evaluable patients 

showed response rates of 33% and the mean duration of response was 9 months.  

Esperion Therapeutics (ESPR) 

CEO Sheldon Koenig primarily talked about the impact that positive results from Nexletol's CLEAR Outcomes study 

will have, though he could not give any details, due to an embargo until the ACC presentation by Dr. Steven Nissen at 

an important late-breaking session in a couple months – hopefully with simultaneous publication in a major medical 

journal, such as the New England Journal of Medicine.   

 

The company announced preliminary fourth quarter results a few days ago, which Koenig also reviewed, and while net 

product revenue for their sole franchise grew between 38%-40%, it was still fairly modest, at $14.4-$15.1mn. Nexletol 

itself has fairly modest LDL-C lowering, and while that is better with its fixed-dose combination with ezetimibe, 

Nexlizet, Koenig noted that payor step edits with ezetimibe or two statins and prior authorization have been at least 

some of the issues. He said payers have told them that they had to require ezetimibe first because it has outcomes 

data, albeit fairly modest, so Nexletol's data should level the playing field. We should note, though, that another 

potential reason for the step edits is that ezetimibe is generically available. Based on their interactions with payers, 

they also expect prior authorization to turn more to just physician attestation rather than having to provide 

documentation, which should make it easier, though that could still be somewhat of an issue.  

 

In terms of whether the hazard ratio for the outcomes study is strong enough to induce physicians to use the drug 

more, Koenig said they have tested various thresholds for the primary and secondary outcomes, but that is more an 

issue for KOLs. Prescribing physicians just want to know if there are positive outcomes and are "turned off" by too 

many details. He reiterated that he did not want to get into details as may accidentally release too much information, 

but in any case, they know it will lead to an inflection point in sales.  

 

In their press release a few days ago, they also noted that several key secondary endpoints were positive, in addition 

to the MACE-4 primary outcome. Koenig would not answer whether all of them were, though he did say based on 

powering, they are confident that MACE-3, which is the most important to some as it only includes hard outcomes, 

should be positive as well. He did say they did not see any safety signals.  
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CLEAR Outcomes is the first CVOT to focus on patients who could not tolerate a full dose of statins, and Koenig said 

they plan to "own" that segment. He noted that up to 30% of patients cannot tolerate guideline-recommended doses 

and that there are 18mn patients in the US not at LDL-C goal, though on the latter, there are of course other reasons 

patients may not be at goal. Injectable PCSK9 inhibitors have stronger LDL-C lowering and have had positive 

outcomes studies, but he said primary care physicians have difficulty prescribing PCSK9 inhibitors due to barriers, 

and physicians and patients would prefer an oral drug, such as Nexletol/Nexlizet, which is also substantially less 

expensive. PCSK9 inhibitors and ezetimibe also do not lower CRP, as Nexletol does, but Koenig acknowledged it 

could be difficult to tease out whether that has any additional effects beyond LDL-C lowering – making it sounded like 

the outcomes results were at least not any stronger than what one may expect from the drug's LDL-C effects, though 

Koenig did say that an expert on CRP will likely make some comment with the presentation.   

 

They do not expect to need an FDA advisory committee meeting and given how confident they are, they hope to have 

a good number of sales reps ready by Q4 2023, with the label expansion expected late Q1 2024. They have cash to 

last through 2023, and while they are confident in milestone payments associated with the study and ex-US product 

label changes, these will only come late 2024, so they will likely do something with the presentation of the data to 

bridge the company until the milestone payments. He would not say whether they expected the full milestone 

payments, which they would announce with the ACC presentation. They are not yet sharing the data with potential 

partners in the US, to avoid any data leaks.  

Iovance Biotherapeutics (IOVA) 

In 2022, Iovance has pioneered a transformational approach to cure cancer and solidify their place as a global leader 

in innovating, developing and delivering TIL therapy for patients with cancer.   

 

The Company expects to obtain their first commercial product with Lifileucel for the treatment of patients with 

advanced (unresectable or metastatic) melanoma and is on track to complete their rolling BLA submission in the first 

quarter of 2023. Lifileucel to have the potential to be the first one-time cell therapy approved for solid tumors. Data 

from the Phase II C-144-01 study has shown a clinically meaningful response rate (ORR assessed using RECIST v1.1 

was 31.4% [95% CI: 24.1%-39.4%], with 9 complete responses and 39 partial responses) and durability (median time 

from lifileucel infusion to best response was 1.5 months, and responses deepened over time). If approved, Iovance 

has plans to expand into combinations, earlier lines of therapy, and genetic modification(s), with trials already 

underway.  

 

Iovance remains in a strong financial position with anticipated cash runway sufficient well into 2024. With 60+ granted 

or allowed US and international patents and well-developed manufacturing processes, the Company also shows no 

sign of slowing down on innovation in 2023.  

Ironwood Pharmaceuticals (IRWD) 

Following a downcast FY2022 financial guidance disclosed ahead of the presentation, Ironwood Pharmaceuticals 

(IRWD) CEO Tom McCourt tempered investors’ potential concerns by highlighting the company’s robust growth as a 

profitable, GI-focused healthcare company. Of note, McCourt emphasized the continued growth of Linzess 

(linaclotide, a GC-C agonist) in adults with irritable bowel syndrome with constipation (IBS-C) or chronic idiopathic 

constipation (CIC) since its approval in 2012. For 2023, Ironwood expects to continue its steady progress in three 

strategic pillars, which include maximizing the Linzess brand, expanding its GI portfolio, and improving cash flow.   

 

Ironwood’s Linzess remains the company’s blockbuster brand with approximately four million unique patient 

prescriptions since its launch. McCourt lauded Linzess’ strong clinical profile and positive reaction from the market as 

key drivers for the ongoing growth. In addition, leading formulary positioning and new IBS recommended guidelines 

are also paramount to its growth and commercial potential. Most notably, McCourt noted that Linzess consistently saw 

linear growth over time as opposed to a S-curve, which affirms future growth and opportunity to broaden market 

access. Despite a lowered revenue guidance, McCourt is confident that it was a headwind from inventory fluctuation 
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and Linzess’ market performance is unaffected. Looking forward to 2023, the most anticipated catalyst for Linzess is 

an FDA approval decision for a new indication in children and adolescents 6 to 17 years of age with functional 

constipation, which would make Linzess the only FDA approved therapy for this population.   

 

Ironwood is also expanding its GI pipeline with two candidates currently in development. CNP-104, a biodegradable 

nanoparticle encapsulating PDC-E2 intended for primary biliary cholangitis (PBC), entered clinical development in 

2022. It is designed to address the root cause of the autoimmune destruction of the bile ducts in PBC, the PDC-E2 

antigen. While there is high competition in PBC, Ironwood hopes that CNP-104’s disease modifying properties will set 

it apart from other competitors. Clinical data for CNP-104 are expected in the second half of 2023. Ironwood is also 

developing IW-3300, a wholly owned GC-C agonist for interstitial cystitis / bladder pain syndrome (IC/BPS) treatment. 

A Phase II proof of concept study of IW-3300 in IC/BPS is expected to enroll patients in early 2023.   

 

McCourt concluded the presentation by underlining Ironwood’s strong EBITDA growth and strong cash flow. The 

company is estimated to end 2022 with approximately $650 million in cash and cash equivalents, which includes a 

completed $150 million share repurchasing program and $120 million repaid convertible notes. He also noted that 

M&A activities will be a core focus for Ironwood’s future corporate development to accelerate growth.  

Kodiak Sciences (KOD) 

Victor Perlroth, Kodiak CEO, began his presentation highlighting real-world data showing that patients with retinal 

vascular diseases are not able to achieve the therapeutic benefits observed in clinical trials due to an unsustainable 

maintenance schedule of frequent intraocular injections. The goal, therefore, of this ophthalmology-focused developer 

is to lower patient treatment burdens by creating a portfolio of next-generation high-durability anti-VEGF drugs. Kodiak 

aims to extend injection intervals to once every 5–6 months, a key differentiating factor from current brands such as 

Vabysmo and high dose aflibercept which can currently be dosed in four-month intervals.   

 

Kodiak’s lead asset, tarcocimab, has demonstrated successful five month or more dosing intervals in early Phase Ib 

trials enrolling patients with various retinal vascular diseases including wet AMD, diabetic macular edema (DME), and 

retinal vein occlusion (RVO). In the Phase IIb/III DAZZLE trial in wet AMD, 59% of patients achieved five-month interval 

dosing, although the study ultimately did not meet the primary endpoint. DAZZLE’s clinical trial design likely factored 

into the primary endpoint failure as retrospective analyses showed that a subset of patients required more frequent 

drug administration than every three months to control their disease. This contributed to the trial’s missed primary 

endpoint, since a three-month dosing regimen was the most frequent allowed under trial protocols.   

 

In the Phase III BEACON trial in RVO, tarcocimab demonstrated non-inferiority against aflibercept, which could 

potentially lead to tarcocimab being positioned as a first-line agent in this indication. Tarcocimab reduced the 

treatment burden from six to four injections while maintaining vision outcomes. As such, Kodiak will look to capitalize 

on the every-other-month dosing of tarcocimab compared to other approved anti-VEGF therapies (Eylea and 

Lucentis) which rely on monthly dosing regimens.  

 

Several high impact Phase III readouts for tarcocimab are expected this year including topline data from GLEAM and 

GLIMMER in DME, DAYLIGHT in wet AMD, and GLOW in non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy, all of which are 

anticipated to form the basis of a BLA to support potential approval and commercialization in multiple indications. Due 

to the missed primary endpoint in DAZZLE, a successful outcome in DAYLIGHT is vital for tarcocimab to break into 

the wet AMD market and maximize Kodiak’s commercial potential since wet AMD accounts for a substantial 

proportion (50%) of the ophthalmology market.  

 

Outside of tarcocimab, Kodiak will be focusing on its other pipeline assets, KSI-501, a bioconjugate of a dual inhibitor 

Trap-Antibody-Fusion protein and a phosphorylcholine-based biopolymer, and KSI-601, a triplet biopolymer 

conjugate. An IND was filed for KSI-501 last year and Kodiak expects to initiate a first-in-human Phase I trial in 2023.  

Kodiak starts the year with a strong cash position with $537 million in cash and marketable securities and indicates 

their cash burn is not increasing.   
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Nektar Therapeutics (NKTR) 

Nektar Therapeutics’ CEO, Howard Robin, commenced the presentation by addressing the failure of 

bempegaldesleukin, the company’s’ leading IL-2 agonist, in its Phase III trials. Robin was quick to announce that 

following this, Nektar took measures to downsize and ended 2022 with $500m in cash and investments which it 

intends to reinvest in its immunology and oncology pipeline. Nektar has refocused its endeavours on two standout 

pipeline products, Rezpeg and NKTR-255. Rezpeg is a first-in-class, IL-2-based T-regulatory cell stimulator being 

investigated in partnership with Eli Lilly to treat auto-immune disease. It is hypothesized to work by preferentially 

stimulating the expansion of T-regulatory cells, while having a minimal effect on T-effector cells. Robin suggested this 

novel mechanism of action will lead to immune system homeostasis. Additionally, NKTR-255 is a novel IL-15 agonist 

being developed as a part of multiple combinations for the treatment of liquid and solid tumors, and it is designed to 

restore natural killer-cell numbers and function. 

 

Rezpeg is in development across three indications and is expected to generate multimillion-dollar milestone payments 

and high royalties. These indications include systemic lupus erythematosus, atopic dermatitis, and an undisclosed 

indication. Nektar will pay 25% of the costs for developing Rezpeg and Eli Lilly will cover the remaining 75%. From 

this, Nektar is expected to recoup $250m in potential milestone payments coupled with royalty percentage payments 

in the mid-teens to low-twenties. Rezpeg is expected to enter Phase IIb development for atopic dermatitis in the first 

half of this year and a data readout is expected from its Phase II study for lupus in a similar timeframe. Owing to 

Rezpeg’s differentiated mechanism of action and the high unmet need for novel therapies in the lupus treatment 

algorithm, Robin suggested an approval in lupus could generate significant cash.  

 

Subsequently, Robin went on to discuss Nektar’s development strategy for NKTR-255, which he described as 

consisting of three pillars. NKTR-255 is in development in combination with Darzalex Faspro and cetuximab in a bid to 

enhance the response to antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC)-mediated therapy through natural killer-cell 

restoration. Additionally, NTKR-255 is being investigated following cell therapy regimens to improve CAR T-cell 

persistency in B-cell lymphomas and a Phase II/III study investigating NKTR-255 treatment following Yescarta or 

Breyanzi in large B-cell lymphoma is expected to readout by the end of 2024. Lastly, NTRK-255 is being studied as a 

part of the JAVELIN bladder medley study in combination with Bavencio and topline data are expected from this study 

in 2024.   

 

To conclude, Robin mentioned Nektar’s TNFR2 agonist antibody program, which is aiming to target TNF receptor 2 for 

the treatment of auto-immune diseases. This program is currently in the preclinical phase and its lead candidate is 

targeting an IND application in 2023.   

Protagonist Therapeutics (PTGX) 

Protagonist Therapeutics’ CEO Dinesh Patel set out the 2023 prospects for the company, explaining that the key 

focus throughout the year will be on the development of two late-stage clinical assets: rusfertide at Phase III in 

development for polycythemia vera (PV) and PN-235 at Phase IIb for psoriasis.  

 

PV is a rare disease with approximately 100,000 patients in the US, and there are currently no available 

pharmaceutical options with a RBC (red blood cell) specific mechanism of action that can target elevated hematocrit 

(HCT) - a key hallmark of the disease, which indicates an overproduction of RBCs. This creates an opportunity for 

rusfertide in PV which has been designated orphan drug and fast track status. Three clinical studies are ongoing 

which include a Phase II REVIVE study in 70 patients, with the randomization of data expected to complete in Q1 

2023. The Phase II PACIFIC study is being conducted in 20 patients, will complete the open-label extension in H1 

2023, while enrollment of the ongoing Phase III VERIFY trial is expected to complete in Q4 2023, in a total of 250 

patients.  

 

The second key Protagonist asset is PN-235, which is an oral IL-23 receptor antagonist peptide being developed for 

psoriasis treatment and could potentially be a first-in-class oral approach targeting IL-12/23 pathways. PN-235 has 
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been developed by the company in partnership with Janssen for over five years, progressing from preclinical studies 

into multiple clinical studies, and with data readouts from ongoing clinical trials expected in 2023. The Phase IIb 

FRONTIER 1 trial has enrolled a total of 240 patients, as of December 2022, with completion of the trial now expected 

in Q1 2023. There is also a long-term Phase II extension study (FRONTIER 2) in progress in participants with 

moderate-to-severe plaque psoriasis. The Phase II SUMMIT trial in 80 patients is also currently ongoing, with the trial 

expected to complete in Q2 2023. Protagonist is moving into 2023 with $267.4 million in cash and securities.  

Rain Therapeutics (RAIN) 

Rain Oncology’s chief executive officer, Avanish Vellanki, devoted most of their presentation time at the J.P. Morgan 

41st Annual Healthcare Conference to its lead product candidate, milademetan, an oral, small molecule inhibitor of the 

MDM2-p53 complex that reactivates p53. At the start, there was emphasis on the recent name change of the 

company, from Rain Therapeutics to Rain Oncology at the end of December 2022, to better reflect their strategy for 

cancer patients through precision oncology. The CEO then noted their proforma cash of $147 million and cash 

runway into 2025, positioning themselves to complete several trials for milademetan, including the Phase III 

registrational study in liposarcoma.  

 

Milademetan (RAIN-32) demonstrated antitumor activity in an MDM2-amplifiedsubtype of liposarcoma (LPS) and other 

solid tumors in a Phase I (U101) clinical trial. Median progression-free survival (PFS) of 7.2 months (n=53) and 7.4 

months in the optimized cohort (n=16) was observed versus the 2.2 months median PFS for the standard of care 

(trabectedin), and the dose schedule was devised to address historical on-target limitations with regards to adverse 

events.   

 

With these results, Rain initiated and completed enrollment in the Phase III trial of milademetan (MANTRA) in patients 

with LPS. They are also evaluating milademetan in a Phase II tumor-agnostic basket trial in certain solid tumors 

(MANTRA-2) and anticipate commencing a Phase I/II clinical trial to evaluate milademetan in combination with 

Roche’s atezolizumab in patients with loss of cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 2A (CDKN2A) and wildtype p53 

advanced solid tumors (MANTRA-4) in the first quarter of 2023.  

 

Top-line data are anticipated in the first quarter of 2023 for the Phase III MANTRA study of milademetan in patients 

with liposarcoma. With positive results, and after meeting with the FDA prior to the start of MANTRA, Rain anticipates 

a potential NDA filing for milademetan, which would be the first for an inhibitor of the p53-MDM2 complex in the U.S., 

followed by a filing in Europe as well.  

Vericel (VCEL) 

In the company’s first JPM conference, CEO and president Nick Colangelo highlighted Vericel’s strong financial 

growth and portfolio expansion in 2022, with approval of NexoBird in late of the fourth quarter making their third FDA-

approved therapy within the US, following lead-product MACI and burn care device Epicel. Vericel expect 2023 to be 

another promising year and are focussed on maximising key growth drivers for MACI in its current indications, 

advancing their pipeline to kickstart their MACI life-cycle initiatives, and expanding their burn care franchise with the 

launch of NexoBird.  

 

Colangelo affirms his confidence for Vericel’s growth throughout the upcoming years, and demonstrates the 

company’s positive growth history, with a compound annual growth rate of 20% since 2017, driven by both Maci and 

Epicel. Revenues are expected to be in the range of $164-165M for 2022. This is predominantly driven by MACI, 

which expects $132 M, with the burn care franchise, including both Epicel revenue and stockpiling revenue for 

NexoBird, to be estimated at approximately $32.5M. Colangelo admits Epicel revenue fell short of expectations, and 

attributes this chiefly to a decline in the large burn market. Contributing to their encouraging financial profile, Vericel’s 

profit growth also looks strong, with approximately $140M in cash and investments and zero debt at the end of 2022. 

For 2023, they expect accelerating growth, led by Maci with contributions from Epicel, as well as NexoBird revenue, in 

the second half of year. Further acceleration is expected in 2024, powered by a full annum of NexoBird revenue as 
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well as anticipated launch of MACI arthroscopic. The company also predicts their growth margins to increase to over 

70% and the adjusted EBITDA margin to rise over 30%.  

 

Focussing on the company’s lead product MACI, Colangelo outlines the large addressable market, highlighting both 

the high incidence of knee cartilage repair procedures in the US and the broad label of the product. The company 

estimates an addressable market of about $3 Billion in the US, spotlighting a key reason behind MACI’s role as the 

company’s lead growth driver. Alongside the product’s broad label and strong clinical data, which allows for a larger 

accessible market, MACI also has a strong reimbursement profile and is differentiated from previous technology with 

the advantage of offering a less invasive procedure and shorter rehab protocols. In the presentation, the Vericel team 

summarised the key growth drivers for MACI’s continued long-term market penetration. These included the continued 

growth of surgeons taking biopsies and biopsy growth, both of which the company expects to continue to be strong 

growth drivers in 2023. The biopsy conversion rate is another key growth driver for sustained long-term market 

penetration, and despite observed declines in this throughout 2020 and 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic, 2022 

saw a stabilisation of this rate. The company expects the biopsy conversion rate to maintain stable throughout 2023 

before increasing to historic levels over time. In an attempt to further protect the sustainability of MACI’s growth, the 

company is focussing on expanding their pipeline with MACI life cycle initiatives. These include MACI arthroscopic 

delivery, which has a human factors study planned for 2023 and expects commercial launch in 2024, as well as 

expansion of MACI use to the ankle repair indication, with a Pre-IND meeting with the FDA planned for first half of 

2023. The company estimates the ankle indication to present a market worth of $1 billion for MACI, potentially 

increasing MACI’s total addressable market to $4 billion.  

 

Vericel also has a growing burn care franchise, and the company is excited to double their addressable market 

opportunity with the launch of NexoBird from to $600 Million in the US. NexoBird is expected to be commercially 

available in US in the second quarter of 2023, with key commercial activities currently underway. These include 

promotional materials rollout, P&T committee engagement, customer training, burn conference activities, and sales 

Team deployment and training. Epicel remains the only FDA-approved permanent skin replacement for adult and 

pediatric patients with full-thickness large burns, however, the presentation did not disclose plans or growth 

opportunities for this product.  

 

Vericel enters 2023 with a unique portfolio and strong foundation to deliver sustained long-term growth. The 

significant barriers to entry in their product-approved indications reduces near-term competitive risks for Maci or 

Epicel and patent protection, as well as 12-year biologic exclusivity, further help secure NexoBird long-term market 

growth.   

Micro Cap 

Bioventus (BVS) 

CEO of Bioventus Ken Reali began the presentation with discussing a broad overview of the company and how they 

have driven growth over the recent years. Reali highlighted that 40% of the company’s revenue is from products 

launched since 2018, and that their ability to commercialize products has been a key driver of Bioventus’s growth. 

Along with the company going public nearly 2 years ago, recent M&A has allowed the company to grow and expand 

their addressable market by 4-fold by acquiring and integrating Bioness, Misonix, and CartiHeal. Bioventus is slated to 

complete the integration of Misonix, acquired in October 2021, by the end of 2023 and realize $20M in synergies. 

Bioness was acquired in March 2021 and was fully integrated by the first quarter of 2022, transforming Bioness from a 

loss-making company to a profitable one.   

 

The rest of the presentation focused on strategic priorities and near-term milestones. With their recent acquisition of 

CartiHeal in July 2022, the company is enthusiastic about the full commercial launch expected in 2023. They have 

already begun activities to launch in parts of Europe and Asia. Outside of the launch of CartiHeal, the company is 

aiming to deliver on sales growth initiatives by accelerating ultrasonics growth by launching SonaStar Elite, which just 
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received 510(k) approval, and Bone Scalpel Access. The company also plans to complete non-core asset divestitures 

in order to prioritize other assets, boost their EBITDA, and prioritize their spending. A long-term goal for the company 

is to establish reimbursement for CartiHeal, which currently is covered as a Category III code, but they hope to move 

to a Category I code by 2026. Lastly, the Bioventus is aiming to submit their next-generation peripheral nerve 

stimulator, Talismann for 510(k) approval with the U.S. FDA by the end 2023, with a launch planned in 2024.   

CytomX Therapeutics (CTMX) 

CytomX’s CEO and Chairman, Sean McCarthy, presented on behalf of the company for the 41st JPM Healthcare 

Conference. With 4 clinical stage assets and a broad portfolio, CytomX ended the third quarter of 2022 with $194M in 

cash. With the progression of these assets, and the partnerships with major companies such as AbbVie, Moderna, and 

Amgen, the company is well situated to enter 2023 in a strong position for growth.  

 

CytomX anticipates the filing of two INDs for CX-801 and CX-2051 in the second half of 2023. CX-801, a conditionally 

activated IFNα-2b immunotherapy candidate, expects the IND filing in a currently undisclosed indication that will be 

determined later. As it exhibited a favorable preclinical efficacy and tolerability profile, CX-801 is poised as a best-in-

class immunotherapy, given the potential of IFNα-2b to kill cancer cells directly. CX-2051 on the other hand is an 

EpCAM-directed, conditionally activated, antibody-drug conjugate (ADC) that was licensed from Immunogen. While 

EpCAM therapies have been clinically validated, systemic EpCAM approaches from other companies have shown 

significant toxicity concerns.  As such, we await the IND filing for CX-2051 as it provides a high value proposition in 

multiple tumor indications.   

 

CX-2029 is another of CytomX’s ADC candidates that is currently being investigated in a multi cohort Phase II trial 

(PROCLAIM-CX-2029-101). Previous data have shown a 21% confirmed ORR and 57% DCR in 14 patients for 

squamous esophageal cancer as of October 2022. CytomX and AbbVie will determine the next steps for CX-2029 in 

2023. CX-904, the last of CytomX’s clinical stage assets, is currently being developed in collaboration with Amgen in a 

Phase I clinical trial. This Probody bispecific has demonstrated potent responses, however, remains challenged with 

significant systemic toxicities similar to the EpCAM therapy. The trial will be ongoing throughout 2023, and the 

company will further assess safety for the product to determine a Phase Ib/II dose.  

 

Recent partnerships, such as the strategic alliance with Moderna executed earlier in January 2023, also situate 

CytomX in a favorable position to advance its clinical stage assets in combination with technologies from other 

companies. As such, we await future data readouts as CytomX works to address safety and toxicity issues in clinical 

trials.  

Karyopharm Therapeutics (KPTI) 

President and CEO Richard Paulson kicked off Karyopharm Therapeutics’ (KPTI) 2023 JPM presentation summarizing 

the company’s SINE (selective inhibition of nuclear export) inhibitor Xpovio/Nexpovio (selinexor), which is approved in 

40 countries for multiple myeloma and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. US sales of the drug grew by 22% to $120.4 

million, contributing greatly to the company’s overall expected full year 2022 revenues of $157.7 million. There are 

also two ongoing and one planned pivotal Phase III studies – a planned trial of selinexor combined with ruxolitinib in 

treatment-naïve myelofibrosis, a study of the drug as maintenance in patients with TP53 wild-type endometrial cancer, 

and a trial for relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma post anti-CD38 treatment.   

 

Chief medical officer Reshma Rangwala, MD, PhD, reviewed additional pipeline activity at Karyopharm including 

eltanexor, another SINE compound that selectively inhibits nuclear export by binding exportin 1 (XPO1). It is in mid-

stage trials for relapsed/refractory myelodysplastic neoplasms, a condition traditionally treated with hypomethylating 

agents. Only about 50% of patients respond to HMA treatment, and the prognosis in R/R disease is usually 4-6 

months. Eltanexor has shown promise as a single-agent therapy for the disease, with an overall survival rate of 9.9 

months in Phase I. There is also strong evidence that it could be beneficial in solid tumors and hematology 

indications.   
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Mr. Paulson returned to wrap up the presentation with an overview of the company’s financial position. Including $165 

million in gross proceeds from a December 2022 private placement, Karyopharm reports cash, equivalents, and 

investments of $279 million, extending the company’s cash runway into 2025.  
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